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Abstract 

There is a trend to deploy neural network on edge devices in recent years. While 
the mainstream of research often concerns with single edge device processing 
and edge‑cloud two‑layer neural network collaborative computing, in this paper, 
we propose partitioning multi‑layer edge network for neural network collaborative 
computing. With the proposed method, sub‑models of neural network are deployed 
on multi‑layer edge devices along the communication path from end users to cloud. 
Firstly, we propose an optimal path selection method to form a neural network col‑
laborative computing path with lowest communication overhead. Secondly, we 
establish a time‑delay optimization mathematical model to evaluate the effects of dif‑
ferent partitioning solutions. To find the optimal partition solution, an ordered elitist 
genetic algorithm (OEGA) is proposed. The experimental results show that, compared 
with traditional cloud computing, single‑device edge computing and edge‑cloud col‑
laborative computing, the proposed multi‑layer edge network collaborative comput‑
ing has a smaller runtime delay with limited bandwidth resources, and because of 
the pipeline computing characteristics, the proposed method has a better response 
speed when processing large number of requests. Meanwhile, the OEGA algorithm 
has better performance than conventional methods, and the optimized partitioning 
method outperforms other methods like random and evenly partition.

Keywords: Neural network, Edge computing, Collaborative computing, Genetic 
algorithm

1 Introduction
With rapid development of artificial intelligence and Internet-of-things (IoT) applica-
tions, more and more neural networks are deployed on clouds. However, when IoT end 
devices generate great amount of data, and if we send all the data to cloud for processing, 
it introduces big pressure to current communication networks. To alleviate the problem, 
edge computing emerged recently. Edge computing may utilize devices of the network 
edge to process IoT data, so reducing needs to send all data to cloud [1–4]. Meanwhile, it 
may reduce overall time delay since edge devices locate closer to end user devices where 
raw data generate. With edge computing, data generated at end devices (such as smart 
phones, wearables, smart cars, etc.) can be processed by edge devices like base stations, 
routers, switches, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and so on [5–10].
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Due to above mentioned advantages, recently, many researchers focus on deploying 
neural network models on edge devices. However, deploying neural networks directly 
on a single-edge device also introduces problems [5, 12]. Usually, an edge device has lim-
ited computing resource, therefore a neural network model needs to be compressed to 
fit the edge device resource. However, this leads to reduced computing accuracy. And 
for some neural network model, it is difficult to compress, or if being compressed the 
effect becomes not good enough. One way to alleviate this issue is to partition the neural 
networks into two sub-models and deploy on an edge device and a cloud for collabo-
rative computing. By setting appropriate partition point, both the computing load of a 
single edge device and the communication overhead to cloud can be reduced. Therefore, 
this method may balance the computing complexity and the computing resource of the 
edge and the cloud. However, this method has not explored available edge devices in 
networks for further performance improvement.

With collaborative computing in mind, all possible edge devices may be utilized for 
neural network sub-models processing. As we know, there are a lot of edge devices 
from end user to a cloud. The edge computing resource does not only vertically dis-
tribute along the path from end devices to cloud, but also across various IoT net-
works. The edge computing resource from different IoT networks can be organized 
for neural network computing. In this way, the edge devices form an edge network, 
of which the device computing resources can be flexibly utilized to achieve optimized 
performance.

However, in current literatures, there are few research about optimized methods of 
deploying neural networks on edge networks. In this paper, we propose a method parti-
tioning multi-layer edge network for neural network collaborative computing. With the 
proposed method, a communication path from end device to cloud with optimized com-
munication overhead is determined, and then the neural network is divided into several 
sub-models, and each sub-model is deployed on an edge device along the communica-
tion path. The neural network is so partitioned, that the overall delay, which comprising 
of the computing delays at all neural network sub-layers, and the communication delays 
of each layer’s output data to the next layer, is minimized.

Our contribution in this paper is threefold as listed below.

1. Firstly, based on ant colony algorithm, we can select a communication path from end 
user to cloud with least communication overhead, for any end device request of data 
processing with neural network.

2. Secondly, based on a proposed running time prediction model of neural network, we 
form a mathematical model of overall time delay for the neural network sub-mod-
els collaborative computing. We then propose Ordered Elitist Genetic Algorithm 
(OEGA) to solve the problem, and achieve optimized solution, by which we deter-
mine the optimal partitioning solution to get shortest overall delay.

3. Thirdly, we design experiment to validate the proposed method. The experimen-
tal results show that when the communication bandwidth is limited, the portioned 
multi-layer edge neural network computing has better performance than single-edge 
computing mode and cloud computing mode. The proposed OEGA has better con-
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vergence speed and better convergence value than Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) 
and Elitist Genetic Algorithm (EGA). In addition, the proposed computing method 
has advantages in batch processing. With increase of the number of requests per unit 
time, multi-layer edge network computing can achieve better computational effi-
ciency.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works. Sec-
tion  3 analyses the structure and characteristics of multi-layer edge networks, dis-
cusses the method of partitioning the neural network and establishes a mathematical 
model for time-delay optimization, and presents an ordered elitist genetic algorithm 
to solve the optimization problem. Section 4 shows and analyses experimental results 
and presents discussions. Section 5 summarizes the work of this paper and prospects 
the future work.

2  Related works
Many researchers have studied edge computing for neural network. Some of them focus 
on compressing neural network models. In literatures, researchers mainly study vari-
ous types of neural network models and propose different compression methods such as 
pruning and early termination [12–16]. The goal is to achieve smaller models to ensure 
deployment on edge or terminal devices with limited computing resources. Some other 
researchers focus on dividing neural networks to realize collaborative computing [17–
24]. Among them, [17–21] mainly discuss collaborative computing of two-layer edge-
cloud collaborative computing. By selecting appropriate partition points, they reduce 
the data traffic between edge and cloud, and then to reduce the communication over-
head. Paper [22–24] proposes collaborative computing between two end devices. How-
ever, this is only a variant of two-layer edge-cloud collaborative computing, which is still 
not applicable in face of complex multi-device scenarios. Some other researchers com-
bine the above two ideas, that is, compress the model while dividing the neural network, 
[25–27] process the model through quantification and early termination, and then con-
duct collaborative calculation through dividing the model. The studies of [22–27] all dis-
cuss the two-portion neural network and collaborative computing scenarios, which are 
simpler than multipoint partitioning and require further design of decision-making for 
task partitioning in face of more devices collaborative computing. Some scholars inves-
tigate how the neural network can be partitioned and deployed among multiple devices 
and propose the concept of pipeline processing [28, 29]. However, their studies focus on 
the hardware architecture design, and pay more attention to the neural network training 
process. There is still a lack of research on neural network inference process and collabo-
rative computing with multi-layer edge devices.

In this paper, we propose collaborative computing with optimized communication 
overhead and delay for neural networks, while the neural networks are deployed on 
multi-layer edge networks. Compared with methods in [12–16], we do not compress 
neural network models so that the model accuracy will not be affected. And unlike two-
layer deployment in [17–27], we utilize a few edge-network layers to deploy the neural 
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networks and may use more computing devices for more flexible and powerful edge 
computing. Meanwhile, we focus more on edge computing path selection for reduced 
communication overhead but does not like [28, 29] for hardware architecture design.

3  Methods
3.1  Computing architecture under edge network

In this subsection, we will discuss the characteristics of edge networks, and how to 
deploy a partitioned neural network on an edge network for collaborative computing.

3.1.1  Edge network architecture

The edge network considered in this research is a network connecting devices to a cloud 
and generally consists of access devices, gateways, routers, switches, servers, etc. Access 
devices are nodes that connect end users like Wi-Fi access routers and 4G/5G base sta-
tions. Our current networks are full of gateways, routers, switches, and servers. With 
fast development of hardware, these devices may have good computing power, so they 
may not only be used to deliver data from network edge to cloud, but also can be used 
to process data. Therefore, vertically along all the way from network edge to cloud, and 
horizontally across various vertical IoT networks, these devices can be connected to 
form an edge network for communication and computing. Proper use of the computing 
power of these edge devices can greatly improve the computing efficiency and reduce 
the data throughput in the network.

Figure 1 illustrates an edge network that can access data from end devices and process 
the data across the network. Between any two edge devices there is at least one commu-
nication link [30]. A neural network can be partitioned to sub-models and be deployed 
on different edge devices with proper communication connection and computing capa-
bilities. By carefully choosing the edge devices and designing the partition points of the 
neural network, we can manage to get the overall computing work done with shortest 
time.

Fig. 1 An example of edge network. An edge network can access data from end devices and process the 
data across the network
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3.1.2  Neural network computation under edge network

In above subsection, we described basic forms of edge networks considered in this study. 
Overall, a cloud is designed to coordinate the communication path selection, and the 
neural network partitioning, since a cloud may have full knowledge of the connectivity 
of edge devices and their computing capabilities. The cloud may statically or dynamically 
choose the data communication path of the end users, determine the neural network 
sub-model partitioning and deployment on the edge devices along the communication 
path, with the goal of minimizing the overall delay, which consists of computing delay 
and communication delay.

With the above idea, when an end user has data to process using the neural network, it 
firstly sends the raw data to the first computing edge device, where the first neural net-
work sub-model is deployed. Note that the first computing edge device is not necessarily 
its access point edge device. After computing, the first computing edge device forwards 
the processing results, i.e., the output data of the first sub-model, to the next selected 
computing edge device. And then, this second edge device processes the data with the 
second sub-model of the neural network, and then forwards the processing results, i.e., 
the output data of the second sub-model, to the third selected computing edge device. 
This procedure is continued to the last selected computing edge device, where the final 
processing result is achieved. Generally, as the edge devices closer the cloud have more 
powerful computing capabilities, the computing edge devices chosen usually to distrib-
ute from the network end to the cloud. Of course, the computing path may be horizon-
tally distributed, depending on the available communication bandwidth between each 
other and the computing power of the edge devices.

Fig. 2 Example of selecting a communication path & carrying out neural network collaborative computing 
on the devices of a selected path. It shows an example of the collaborative computing method of neural 
network in an edge network. The end user has two paths to the cloud. However, as the first path (on left in 
black) is shorter and has larger available bandwidth when comparing with the second one (on right in red), 
it may achieve shorter overall communication delay. And we assume that the overall computing delay with 
the properly designed three neural sub‑models deployed on the first path is smaller than the five neural 
sub‑models deployed on the second path, then the first path is selected to process the data, and it illustrates 
the deployment of the neural network sub‑models along the first path. Meanwhile, we can observe that this 
computing method has the characteristics of pipeline computing. When a batch request is made by the end 
device, the edge devices on the path can perform parallel computing as pipelines
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Figure 2 shows an example of collaborative computing method of neural network in 
an edge network. The end user has two paths to the cloud. However, as the first path 
(on left in black) is shorter and has larger available bandwidth when comparing with the 
second one (on right in red), it may achieve shorter overall communication delay. And 
we assume that the overall computing delay with the properly designed three neural sub-
models deployed on the first path is smaller than the five neural sub-models deployed on 
the second path, then the first path is selected to process the data, and Fig. 2 illustrates 
the deployment of the neural network sub-models along the first path. Meanwhile, we 
can observe that this computing method has the characteristics of pipeline computing, 
with which a number of computing devices are connected in series and the output of 
one device is the input of the next one so that high-efficiency parallel computing can 
be executed like ‘stream pipelines’ [35]. And then in our scheme, when a batch request 
is made by an end device, edge devices on the path can perform parallel computing as 
pipelines.

In above-described computing method, with the path selection scheme proposed in 
this paper, finally a few edge devices along a communication path will be selected to 
execute the computing tasks. Usually, rewards are necessary to stimulate edge devices 
to perform task processing and data transmissions, particularly when the edge devices 
belong to different owners. To do this, the edge devices can form a service resource pool 
and ‘sell’ their service through a blockchain infrastructure [36]. With the author’s previ-
ous work in [36], the transactions of edge device computing and transmission service 
can be automatically executed by smart contracts of a blockchain.

Security is one important consideration in above-described computing mode. When 
data of an end device are transmitted and processed along the selected path, each edge 
device of the path is possible to threaten the security of the data. Fortunately, the mid-
dle edge devices along the path may only access middle-status data as they are in mid-
dle part of a distributed neural network, this reduces the possibility of key information 
leaky. To improve the security of the data, no matter where it locates, technology of 
Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) can be applied to protect privacy at processor 
level [37]. Intel has implemented Software Guard Extension (SGX) technology in their 
advanced processors, by which data with high security requirement may be accessed and 
processed only in a special isolated part of the processors. ARM implemented a technol-
ogy called TrustZone, by which the data in processing are isolated and protected in a 
special zone of an ARM processor with strict protection. AMD and some other compa-
nies have similar technology.

Note that in this study, to simply the model, we assumed the computing resource and 
communication resource are fully available for a target computing task. This could be 
achieved by time division multiplexing. However, there are possibly multiple tasks to be 
processed at an end user. In this case, the resource scheduler should apply proper algo-
rithm to assign available resource to different tasks based on different requirements, 
e.g., to evenly assign available resources to different tasks. In this case, the resource 
parameters (bandwidth, CPU, etc.) should be set as the value of the actually available 
resource.
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3.1.3  Edge network path selection

With this computing method, we note that there are two main factors that affect the 
overall processing delay: (a) the path selection of edge-to-cloud; (b) partition method of 
neural network.

For the first factor, the lower the communication cost of a path we select, the more 
efficient the computing process will be. For the second factor, the method of parti-
tioning the neural network determines both the data output between edge devices 
and the computing cost of the devices. With this consideration, we design the proce-
dure of optimizing an edge network with two steps. The first step is to select a com-
puting path consisting of numbers of edge devices from an end user to a cloud, with 
which the communication cost of the computing path could be lowest. And the sec-
ond step is to partition a neural network model into sub-networks and deploy them 
on the edge devices along the computing path. The neural network model is so par-
titioned that the overall computing delay and communication delay along the path 
could be minimized, and then the main task of the second step is to balance the time 
delays at different edge devices, as this computing mode has characteristics of pipe-
line computing, any edge device that has larger time delay than others may some-
what block the data pipeline processing and increase the overall time delay. Although 
the second step involves consideration of communication delay as in the first step, 
however, as in edge computing, the communication delay is generally higher than the 
computing delay, so the second step may have little impact on the first step.

In this subsection, we focus on the first factor and design a path selection algorithm 
with least communication overhead. We will discuss setting up a mathematical model 
of the second factor in the next subsection.

The core of this solution is to find an appropriate communication path between 
user-accessed edge devices and the cloud. In this paper, we design an ant colony algo-
rithm to optimize the path by considering the communication cost between devices.

The topology of an edge network can be regarded as a weighted undirected graph, 
in which the weights are determined by the bandwidth between the edge devices. An 
edge device may be an access point (AP), a router, a server, a base station, and so on, 
that usually has a fix location, so an edge network has usually a static topology. The 
bandwidth between such edge network devices is generally fixed and for a given com-
munication link between two edge devices the serving data rate could be assigned in 
stage of link establishment, so in this study, we assume during an edge computing ser-
vice period, the corresponding edge communication link uses a fixed bandwidth. To 
conveniently describe the connection relationship between devices, we introduce the 
concept of adjacency matrix, which is defined as follows:

To simply the model, besides time delay, communication overhead such as routing 
protocol expense is not considered in this study. The cost of communication between 
two devices is defined as the reciprocal of bandwidth:

(1)E[i][j] =
overhead[i][j] if i and j is connected
inf otherwise
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where B[i][j] is the bandwidth between edge devices i and j . That is, the larger the band-
width between two devices, the smaller the communication overhead. Next, we con-
struct parameters of ant colony algorithm.

The heuristic factor is defined as:

Then, for ant a , the probability that it will move from edge device i to edge device j at 
time t is:

where Jk(i) is the device set that ant a can choose to pass through in the next time. If j 
has not been visited by ant a before and E[i][j]! = inf  , then j is in Jk(i) . τij(t) represents 
the pheromone on the path from device i to j at time t . τij(t) update according to the fol-
lowing rules:

where ρ is pheromone volatilization factor, Q is the total pheromone that an ant carries, 
and Ln is the total communication overhead along the path. The basic principle of ant 
colony algorithm is as follows:

1. At the initial moment, it sets up m ants, which will release pheromones on paths.
2. If an ant encounters a device that has not yet passed, it randomly selects a device to 

move forward. At the same time, pheromones related to path length are released.
3. The pheromone concentration is inversely proportional to the overhead of the path. 

Later, when the ants encounter the device again, they choose the path with higher 
pheromone concentration.

4. The pheromone concentration on an optimal path increases.
5. Finally, the ant colony finds the optimal feeding path.

For the communication path selection problem in this paper, we finally design the 
communication path ant colony algorithm: 

(2)overhead[i][j] =
1

B[i][j]

(3)ηij =
1

overhead[i][j]
= B[i][j]

(4)pmij (t) =







[τij(t)]
α
[ηij(t)]

β

�m
s∈Jm(i)[τis(t)]

α[ηis(t)]
β

0
, if j ∈ Jk(i)

(5)τij(t) = (1− ρ)τij(t)+�τij

(6)�τij =
∑m

n=1
�τnij

(7)�τnij =
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Q
Ln

if ant n pass the path

0 otherwise
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Through the ant colony constantly updating pheromones on the path, we can finally 
choose the communication path with the least communication overhead. On the path 
we finally choose, we will pass through multiple edge devices to the cloud. In the next 
subsection, we will partition the neural network into multiple sub-models and deploy 
them on these devices. While data is transmitted along the edge devices, we also com-
plete the computing task of the neural network.

In above, we assumed during an edge computing service period, the communication 
bandwidth between two connected edge devices is fixed. However, when a computing 
task has been completed and another end device computing task is ready to setup, we 
may assume that the available communication bandwidth can be changed, and then in 
this case, the new edge computing path can be selected based on the changed communi-
cation bandwidth.

It is possible that the colony algorithm has a slow convergence speed at the initial stage 
and easy to fall into local optimum. One possible solution is the authors another study, in 
which a forward-updating ant colony algorithm is proposed [38]. In this algorithm, a for-
ward-updating criterion is set to select possible computing path with least time overhead 
even the computing path may be longer in term of tiers. When an ant is detecting a new 
edge device as a part of a new path and if the forward-updating criterion is met, the ant 
adds additional update pheromone to the path it traveled. By this operation, the possibility 
of the new device being selected by other ants increases, leading to faster convergence. Sim-
ulation results show that with 10 edge devices the algorithm converges in less than 160 iter-
ations. Meanwhile, in implementation iterations, this algorithm can choose paths with least 
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time overhead in long running time even in short period the time overhead is relatively 
higher. In another words, it can jump out local optimums and approach global optimum.

3.2  Mathematical model for partitioning neural networks

In the previous subsection, we discussed how to select a communication path in an edge 
network and perform neural network collaborative computing on the selected path. In this 
subsection, we will design a mathematical model to evaluate the impact of different neural 
network partition methods on running time, and then to design a neural network partition 
method.

3.2.1  Neural network runtime prediction

To measure the running time of the neural network sub-models on different machines, 
we need to establish a time delay prediction model for the neural network models and the 
machines running the models. Generally, the running time of a neural network is deter-
mined by two factors: (1) the structure of the neural network; (2) performance of the device.

For a neural network, the more layers it has, the more complex the layer structure, and 
the longer it runs. To handle different structure of neural network conveniently, the existing 
research often does not directly establish the time-delay prediction model for the neural 
network but establishes the time-delay prediction model for the basic layer type of the neu-
ral network. When it is necessary to obtain the running time of a certain neural network, 
the overall running time is obtained by accumulating the running time of each basic layer 
in turn. For different base layers, their characteristics that affect runtime vary. Table 1 lists 
some common base layers and their features that affect latency.

For device performance, we mainly take the CPU primary frequency, allocatable mem-
ory, and CPU utilization as characteristics to evaluate its impact on the neural network. We 
denote it as S = {frequency,memory, utilization} . In this paper, we build a random forest 
prediction model based on the above characteristics and use the random forest model to 
evaluate the runtime of the neural network. Then, by giving (Xtype, S) , we can have the runt-
ime of the basic layer:

where f (x) represent the random forest prediction model. After experimentation, the 
average error of our prediction model is controlled within 0.1.

(8)T
type
comp = f (X type, S)

Table 1 Time‑delay features of neural network layer

Layer type Feature ( Xtype)

Convolution and local layer Input size, input/
output channel, 
kernel size, stride

Fully connected layer Input/output size

Pooling layer Input size, output 
channel, kernel 
size, stride

Activation layer Input size
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By establishing a runtime prediction model, we can flexibly estimate the running time 
of the sub-models on different machines, thus making it easy to estimate the overall time 
delay of different partitioning solutions.

3.2.2  Mathematical model of collaborative computing under edge network

In this subsection, we will mathematically model the collaborative computing of neural 
networks based on the time-delay prediction model given in Sect.  3.2.1. As shown in 
Fig. 3, we can simplify the procedure to a linear transfer model.

Assuming that there are n edge devices in the selected path, we denote the status of 
these devices as path = {S1, S2, . . . Sn} . We denote the neural network to be deployed 
as L = {l1, l2, .., lt} with t layer, the amount of data output for each layer is denoted as 
D = {d1, d2, . . . , dt} . We regard each device as a tier, as shown in Fig. 3.

We denote the partition solution of the neural network as A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} , where 
0 < ai < n+ 1, ai < ai+1 ; ai represents layer i of the neural network assigned to the tier 
ai . We use C =

{

c11, . . . c
j
i , . . . c

n
t

}

 to denote the computing time of layer i of the neural 

network running on device j . Then, based on the prediction model, we have

Since data is transmitted from the previous tier to the next tier, we can quickly obtain 
the computing time of the whole neural network on the path:

The communication delay depends mainly on the bandwidth between the tiers and 
the amount of data D to be transmitted. We still use B[i][j] to represent the bandwidth 
between edge devices i and j . Then, the communication time between two tiers can be 
expressed as

where Dl is the size of data transferred between tier i − 1 and i . It depends on 
the last layer l of the sub-model to which tier i − 1 is assigned, so it should satisfy 
al = i − 1, al+1 = i.

In this way, after the above analysis, we finally get a mathematical problem of time-
delay optimization with constraints, i.e.,

(9)c
j
i = f (Xli , Sj)

(10)Tcomp =
∑t

i=1
c
ai
i =

∑t

i=1
f
(

Xli , Sai

)

(11)Tcomm(i − 1, i) =
Dl

B[i − 1][i]

Fig. 3 Procedure of edge network collaborative computing. The procedure is simplified as a linear transfer 
model, and each device is regarded as a network tier
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In above analysis, we consider both computing time delay and communication time 
delay of a neural network. For computing delay, the key factors are the performance and 
status of the edge devices. For communication delay, the main factors are the amount of 
data output and the bandwidth between the layers. The above optimization problems 
describe the process that different partitioning solutions of neural networks can cause 
different changes in computing and communication time delays. Our goal is to obtain 
the optimal partition solution to minimize the overall delay of the neural network.

3.3  Ordered elitist genetic algorithm

The partition points of a neural network increase with the increase of tiers. Specifically, 
when the edge devices are divided into n tiers, it is necessary to determine n− 1 parti-
tion points for the neural network model. Then, when a network with t layers need to be 
deployed, the complexity of the global search algorithm becomes o

(

Cn−1
t

)

 , where Cn−1
t  

represents the number of combinations. As the device and neural network layers grow, 
the time complexity of the algorithm increases rapidly and becomes unacceptable.

To solve this problem, a heuristic algorithm is considered. Genetic algorithm is a heu-
ristic optimization algorithm widely used in industry [31]. When solving some conven-
tional combinatorial optimization problems, it can get the optimal results faster than 
some conventional optimization algorithms. When it is difficult to get the optimal solu-
tion directly, genetic algorithm provides us a good way to approach the optimal solution.

Based on the combination of objective optimization problem and simple genetic algo-
rithm, an ordered elitist genetic algorithm (OEGA) is designed to solve the optimization 
problem that we proposed.

3.3.1  Constructing chromosomes

In this subsection, we will design the chromosome of the optimization problem.
First, suppose the neural network that we want to partition is L =

{

l1, l2 . . . , lt
}

 , that 
is, the total number of layers is t , the edge device network is divided into n tiers, we want 
to select n− 1 partition points eventually, then for the partition solution i , the chromo-
somal representation of the genetic algorithm can be denoted as:

where 0 ≤ x
j
i ≤ t , xji represents the j − th partition point of the partition solution i , with 

a total of n− 1 partition points.
For chromosome xi , we note that it is order independent, specifically, 

{

x1i , x
2
i , . . . x

n−1
i

}

 

and 
{

x2i , x
1
i , . . . x

n−1
i

}

 describe the same solution. Therefore, if a simple genetic algo-

rithm is used to solve the problem, the duplicate solutions will be blindly searched in the 

(12)

min{Tcomp +

n
∑

i=1

Tcomm(i, i + 1)}

s.t.ai < ai+1

0 < ai < n+ 1

al = i − 1

al+1 = i

(13)xi =
{

x1i , x
2
i , . . . x

n−1
i

}
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solution space, which results in an increase in the running time of the algorithm. Fig-
ure 4 shows the distribution of solution space when the number of layers of the neural 
network is 5, 10, and 15, respectively, with 3 partition points. The green points represent 
the solution space that simple genetic algorithm requires to search for and contain many 
duplicate solutions. The red point represents the solution space of the ordered partition 
solution; in fact, we only need to search for partitioned solutions in that space.

For this reason, we propose an ordered elitist genetic algorithm to speed up the con-
vergence of the algorithm and to ensure the optimal solution as much as possible.

3.3.2  Ordered fitness function

In the genetic algorithm, for any solution xi , its fitness reflects the probability that the 
solution will be retained. The higher the fitness, the higher the probability of being 
selected in the algorithm. For the neural network partition problem, there are two fac-
tors that affect the fitness: (1) time delay. The smaller the delay, the higher the fitness; (2) 
the degree of ordering, the higher the degree of ordering, the higher the fitness.

We can quickly define a time-delay fitness function as:

where σ(x) = 2
1+ex , when x > 0 , σ(x) can be compressed to an interval (0,1), and as x 

increases,σ(x) is reduced and therefore reflects the time-delay suitability very well.
Next, we need to define an ordered fitness function. Firstly, to evaluate the order 

degree of a partition solution, we introduce the concept of reverse order number. For the 
partition solution xi = {x1i , x

2
i , . . . x

n−1
i } , the reverse order number is defined as:

where I
(

x > y
)

=

{

1 x ≥ y
0 other

 , is an indictor function.r(xi) reflects the disorder degree of a 

xi . The higher the disorder degree, the greater the value of r(xi) . When xi is strictly  
increasing, r(xi) = 0 . With the help of reverse order number, we can construct ordered fit-
ness function as follows:

(14)fdelay(xi) = σ(Tcomp +
∑t

j=1
Tcomm(x

j
i , x

j+1
i ))

(15)r(xi) =
∑n

j=1

∑n

k=j+1
I(x

j
i > xki )

Fig. 4 Ordered solution space and disordered solution space. It shows the distribution of solution space 
when the number of layers of the neural network is 5, 10, and 15, respectively, with 3 partition points. The 
green points represent the solution space that simple genetic algorithm requires to search for and contain 
many duplicate solutions. The red point represents the solution space of the ordered partition solution
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In this way, two fitness functions are used to favorably select the range of solutions. 
In the solution space, the algorithm will choose a more ordered solution with less delay, 
thus speeding up the convergence rate. So, ultimately, our fitness function is defined as:

where α is the weight parameter, it depends on whether we want to prefer solutions with 
smaller delay or ordered solutions.

3.3.3  Overall flow of the algorithm

To ensure the solution is optimal as much as possible, we propose OEGA combined with 
elitist genetic algorithm (EGA). In the process of iteration, we will retain the elite indi-
viduals of the population.

For this purpose, we define terms as follows:
1. Elite Individual: Individuals with the largest fitness value in a population of a gen-

eration of genetic algorithms are elite individuals.
2. Elite Individual Retention: If the elite individuals in generation k have greater fitness 

than those in generation k + 1 , that is, E(k) > E(k + 1) , then E(k) is used to replace any 
individual in generation k + 1.

By supplementing the above two definitions, combined with the ordered fitness func-
tion proposed in this paper, we finally summarize OEGA. The algorithm flow is as follows: 

(16)forder(xi) = σ(r(xi))

(17)ffitness(xi) = αf delay(xi)+ (1− α)forder(xi)
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By introducing an ordered fitness function, the algorithm greatly reduces the search 
range in the solution space and improves the convergence speed of the algorithm. By 
introducing elite individual preservation, the solution can be kept as close to the optimal 
solution as possible. Theoretically, it can be proved that the genetic algorithm for elite 
individual preservation can converge to the optimal solution when the number of itera-
tions is close to infinity [32], but the convergence speed is slower. In our experiments, 
we can see that the algorithm that we proposed in this paper considers both the conver-
gence speed and the convergence effect.

4  Experimental results and discussion
In this section, we design experiments to verify our proposed algorithm and comput-
ing method and compare it with traditional methods. Our experiment used OSBrain to 
simulate edge devices and build edge networks. OSBrain is an open-source multi-agent 
simulation module based on python. It supports the functions of custom agents and pro-
vides communication modes between multiple agents. In this paper, we simulate edge 
devices through agents, and edge devices realize collaborative computing by calling the 
neural network model established by Pytorch.

4.1  Parameter selection of ant colony algorithm

The parameter selection of ant colony algorithm will greatly affect the result of our path 
selection. In theory, α represents an information heuristic. The larger the α , the greater 
the likelihood that an ant will choose the path it traveled before, and the less random the 
search path will be. β represents the desired heuristic. The larger the β , the easier it is for 
the ant colony to choose the local shortest path. This will speed up the convergence of 
the algorithm, but it is easy to fall into the local optimum.

Fig. 5 Communication overhead changes with alpha and beta. It shows the computed convergence of 
the ant colony algorithm when the parameters alpha and beta are both set in range 1 to 7. When alpha is 5 
and beta is 3, the ant colony algorithm converges best, so we set both alpha and beta as the two values in 
subsequent experiments
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We set the range of alpha and beta from 1 to 7 and computed the convergence of the 
ant colony algorithm within this range. The result is shown in Fig. 5. We can see that 
when the alpha value is 5 and the beta value is 3, the ant colony algorithm converges 
best, so in subsequent experiments, we set both alpha and beta as above values.

4.2  Comparison of different communication path

To test the path selection ability of the ant colony algorithm, we set up an edge network 
with 10-100 edge devices randomly and used four methods to select the communication 
path. The results are shown in Fig. 6.

As we can see, the cost of paths increases with the number of devices. However, ant 
colony algorithm can select a better path than other methods. Compared with the 
greedy algorithm and the minimum forwarding algorithm, the ant colony algorithm can 
jump out of the local optimal solution to better select the path with less communication 
overhead.

4.3  Comparison of different computing method

In this subsection, we compare single-edge computing, cloud computing, edge cloud 
collaborative computing, and edge network collaborative computing proposed in this 
paper. In the comparative experiment, we calculated the running time of LeNet5, 
AlexNet and VGG [33, 34] networks under the four computing modes, and set the 
bandwidth between devices to 0.1, 2, 5 MB. Among the three networks, LeNet5 has 
the smallest scale, it has eight layers including an input layer and an output layer and 
the size of its input layer is 32 × 32. AlexNet has a larger scale—it has 12 layers, and 

Fig. 6 Communication overhead for different paths. We set up an edge network with 10–100 edge devices 
to test the path selection ability of Ant Colony Algorithm by comparing with other three methods, i.e., Greedy 
Algorithm, Minimum Forwarding Algorithm, Random Selection. It shows that the cost of the paths increases 
with the number of the devices for all four methods. However, Ant Colony Algorithm can select a better 
path than other methods. Compared with the Greedy Algorithm and the Minimum Forwarding Algorithm, 
the Ant Colony Algorithm can jump out of the local optimal solution to better select the path with less 
communication overhead
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its input layer size is 227 × 227 × 3. VGG has the largest scale—its input layer size is 
224 × 224 × 3 but it has 22 layers (we used VGG-16 in this study). We observed the 
changes of their running time as listed in Tables 2, 3, 4:

In above tables, we bold the smallest running time of neural network. Firstly, we 
can see that the running time of single-edge computing does not change with the 
increase of bandwidth, because single-edge device computing is local and not affected 
by bandwidth. However, we can find that with the increase of the scale of neural net-
work, the computing time of single-edge device increased rapidly, which makes the 
overall running time larger. The column of VGG in the table proves this.

Secondly, we can see that when the bandwidth between devices is 0.1 MB and 1 
MB, multi-layer edge network collaborative computing can generally achieve shortest 
running time. This is because cloud computing is limited by bandwidth and will have 
large communication delay. By controlling the partition point, collaborative comput-
ing can reduce the amount of data transmitted as much as possible, so as to reduce 
the overhead of communication. From this point of view, multi-layer edge network 
collaborative computing and edge-cloud collaborative computing are better than 
only-cloud computing.

With further increase of bandwidth, we can see in Table 4 that the cloud computing 
has the shortest running time. In this case, the communication delay is no longer the 
bottleneck of the overall running time. Therefore, the powerful cloud computing can 
complete the task quickly.

Table 2 Neural network runtime at 0.1 MB

Running time (s) LeNet5 AlexNet VGG

Single‑Edge computing 0.45 1.30 14.10

Cloud computing 1.71 1.77 4.05

Edge‑cloud computing 0.38 1.10 2.45

Multi‑layer Edge network computing 0.25 0.71 2.31

Table 3 Neural network runtime at 1 MB

Running time (s) LeNet5 AlexNet VGG

Single‑Edge computing 0.45 1.30 14.10

Cloud computing 0.82 0.70 2.53

Edge‑cloud computing 0.36 0.8 2.44

Multi‑layer Edge network computing 0.25 0.43 2.0

Table 4 Neural network runtime at 5 MB

Running time(s) LeNet5 AlexNet VGG

Single‑Edge computing 0.45 1.30 14.10

Cloud computing 0.20 0.21 1.20
Edge‑cloud computing 0.26 0.4 2.00

Multi‑layer Edge network computing 0.25 0.4 1.96
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Therefore, the computing method proposed in this paper is a supplement to the tradi-
tional computing methods. Its purpose is to make full use of computing resources and 
reduce the computing overhead as much as possible in the case of limited bandwidth.

4.4  Algorithm performance comparison

In this subsection, we compare the convergence of OEGA proposed in this paper with 
traditional SGA and EGA. We use LeNet5, AlexNet, VGG network and set five partition 
points for computing. We performed 1000 iterations of the algorithm and counted the 
running time of each generation of optimal solution in the iterative process. The results 
are shown in Fig. 7.

It can be seen that OEGA converges faster than the other algorithms and has con-
verged to the current optimal solution after about 200~400 iterations, while SGA and 
EGA need about 400~1000 iterations to converge. We can see that the convergence 
value of OEGA is better under the statistical final delay convergence value of the three 
neural networks, which shows that compared with SGA and EGA, OEGA has faster con-
vergence speed and better convergence under the same number of iterations.

Fig. 7 Comparison of convergence speed between OEGA and other algorithms. OEGA converges faster 
than the other algorithms and has converged to the current optimal solution after about 200 ~ 400 iterations, 
while SGA and EGA need about 400 ~ 1000 iterations to converge, and the convergence value of OEGA 
is better under the statistical final delay convergence value of the three neural networks, showing that 
compared with SGA and EGA, OEGA has faster convergence speed and better convergence under the same 
number of iterations
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4.5  Comparison of different partition method

In previous subsection, we showed that OEGA can reduce the search range of the solution 
space, so it is easier to find the optimal solution. Therefore, compared with other parti-
tion methods, it can obtain better partition results. To verify this, we compare the method 
of average partition and two-portion partition method with the method proposed in this 
paper. We randomly build a 10~1000-layer neural network, partition it with different 
methods, and finally deploy it on a three-tier edge network. The results are shown in Fig. 8.

The upper subgraph is the running time of the neural network under the three parti-
tion methods, and the subgraph below is the corresponding data throughput. For edge 
network collaborative computing, the partition solution of the neural network is very 
important. A good partition solution should ensure as little data throughput as possi-
ble between tiers to minimize the overhead of communication. By comparing the left 
and right subgraphs, we can see that the runtime is basically the same as the change 
of data throughput. The larger the throughput, the longer the runtime. In addition, by 
comparing the three partitioning methods, we can see that the proposed partitioning 
method can obtain a better partition solution. Evenly partition presents a randomness, 
i.e., the inability to control data throughput. Binary partition method can get better par-
tition solution than evenly partition method, but overall is not as good as OEGA parti-
tion method because it is easy to fall into local optimal solution, while OEGA partition 
method is easier to jump out of local optimal solution.

Fig. 8 Comparison of delay and data throughput between OEGA partition method and other partition 
methods. The upper subgraph is the running time of the neural network under the three partition methods, 
and the subgraph below is the corresponding data throughput. By comparing the left and right subgraphs, 
we can see that the runtime is basically the same as the change of data throughput. The larger the 
throughput, the longer the runtime. In addition, by comparing the three partitioning methods, we can see 
that the proposed partitioning method can obtain a better partition solution. Evenly partition presents a 
randomness, i.e., the inability to control data throughput. Binary partition method can get better partition 
solution than evenly partition method, but overall is not as good as OEGA partition method because it is easy 
to fall into local optimal solution, while OEGA partition method is easier to jump out of local optimal solution
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Fig. 9 Response time changes as the number of batch task requests increases. One advantage of multi‑layer 
edge network collaborative computing is pipelined collaborative computing. When there are batch requests 
to be processed, the logic layers are processed in parallel like the factory pipeline. network collaborative 
computing. We still use LeNet5, AlexNet, VGG network in this experiment and set the device bandwidth as 
100 KB. It shows the experimental results of the response time of each computing method when processing 
requests in batch. When the number of requests in each batch is small, the gap between computing 
methods is not obvious. With the increase of each batch of requests, the processing time of cloud computing 
and single‑edge device computing increases faster. This is because these two computing modes cannot rely 
on pipeline for parallel processing, and the request accumulation is serious. The edge‑cloud collaborative 
computing and multi‑layer edge network collaborative computing process faster than the first two methods
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4.6  Comparison of batch request processing

In the previous subsections, we mentioned that one advantage of multi-layer edge net-
work collaborative computing is pipelined collaborative computing. When there are 
batch requests to be processed, the logic layers are processed in parallel like the fac-
tory pipeline. In this way, the accumulation of tasks can be alleviated when processing 
batch tasks, so as to improve the operation efficiency. Theoretically, the more requests 
per batch, the more obvious the advantages of multi-layer edge network collaborative 
computing.

In this experiment, we still use LeNet5, AlexNet, VGG network. When the device 
bandwidth is 100 KB, we count the response time of each computing method when pro-
cessing requests in batch. The results are listed in Fig. 9.

When the number of requests in each batch is small, the gap between computing 
methods is not obvious. With the increase of each batch of requests, the processing time 
of cloud computing and single-edge device computing increases faster. This is because 
these two computing modes cannot rely on pipeline for parallel processing, and the 
request accumulation is serious. The edge-cloud collaborative computing and multi-
layer edge network collaborative computing process faster than the first two methods.

5  Conclusion
In this paper, a method of collaborative computing of neural network under multi-layer 
edge network is presented. Firstly, this method selects a communication path in the 
edge network from edge to cloud and carries out neural network collaborative comput-
ing along this path. Secondly, this paper explores the problem of partitioning the neural 
network. To ensure the running time of partitioned neural network as small as possi-
ble, we establish a delay optimization mathematical model for the computing process 
to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of different partition solutions. Finally, to 
find the optimal partition solution, we designed OEGA, which has better convergence 
speed and effect than traditional algorithms. For the proposed algorithm and computing 
method, we use LeNet5, AlexNet and VGG to do experimental validation. The exper-
imental results show that the proposed algorithm has better computational efficiency 
when bandwidth is limited. In addition, multi-layer edge network collaborative comput-
ing has pipeline characteristics compared to other traditional computing methods, so it 
has more advantages in dealing with many tasks, making full use of computing resources 
and parallelism of edge device clusters.

The work of this paper is limited to the analysis of static edge networks. In the future, 
we will further explore the problem of collaborative computing of neural networks on 
edge network with dynamic changes of connectivity, bandwidth, and data size, etc.
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